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that the signals are assumed equally likely. Massey's necessary condition for

optimal demodulation of hinary signals is 1,eneralized to M-ary signals. It is

shown that the optimal demodulator decision ro6ions in likelihood space are

hounded by hyperplanes. An iterative method is formulated for finding these

optimal decision regions from an initial "good guess." For additive white
Caussian noise, the corresponding optimal decision regions in signal space are
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I. INTRODUCTION

The block diagram of a one-way, coded, digital coru.runications system is

given in Figure 1. From this figure, it is apparent that modulation and coding

are both aspects of the "signal design" problem, whereas demodulation and de-

`	 coding are both aspects of the "signal detection" problem. Tho natural question

then is how to coordinate the design of the m o dulation system and the coding

system so as to produce an efficient and effecLive conm:uni cat ions system.
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Figure 1.	 A one-way, coded. digital communications system.

Suppose that the modulator Is M-ary; then, without loss of generality,-we

may consider the modulator input alphabet to he the set 0, 1, 2, ..., M-1).

Suppose the demodulator is restricted to J different decisions, then we mzy

take its output alphabet to be (0, 1, 2, ..., J-11. We s,-, , that the demodulator

makes "hard-decisions" or "soft-decisions" according as to whether J = t4 or

J > M respectively. Clearly, the "classical." modulation system design criterion

of "error probability" is applicable only for hard-decisions. Unfortunately

for classicists, the use of a hard-decision demodulator generally reduces

substantially the effectiveness of the coding system.

Wozencraft and Kennedy (lj were the first to Suggest that the proper modula-

tine system design criterion is the it cut-of.f rate," R 
0

, of the M-input, J-

output d,ncrete mvmoryless channel (MC) presented by the mn^ -,.iation system to

the coding system. This MIC is completely describod by the transition proba-

bilities:, t'(f Im), that the demodulator decision is j riven that the modulator
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input was m, 0 < j	 J, 0 < m < M. Mathematically, the cut-off rate is given

by

J-1 M-1	 _
R0 - - log ( mQn S [	 Q(m) Y(j tr. )2}	 (1)

J=O m-0

where Q is a probability distribution for the channel input letters, i.e.,

Q(m) > 0 for all m and Q(0) + Q(1) + ... 4 Q01-1) = 1.

Wozencraft and g ennedy were led to the choice of R0 (or, as it was then

usually denoted, "R corip
-1)
 because R0 is the upper limit of code rates for

which the average decoding computation per digit is finite when sequential

decoding is used. More recently, Massey [2] has pointed out a more persuasive

reason for choosing; R
0 

as a design criterion. Viteibi [3) has shown that, when

convolutional coding; is used with maximum; likelihood decoding on the DMC, then

the decoding error probability is upper bounded by

-NR
Pe < cRL2	 0 , if R < Ro ,	 (2)

where N is the code constraint length, R is the code rate (number of data bits

per decoded letter), L is the number of bits encoded, and c  is an unimportant

constant independent of N and L. Hence, as Massey observed, the single number

R
0 

determines both a range of rates over which reliable operation is possible

as well as a measure of the necessary coding complexity to obtaii a specified

error probability. R0 is thus even more informative than the Channel capacity

of the D`dC which, although it determines the entire region of rates over which

reliable communications is possible, says nothing about the coding complexity

needed for a specified decoding error probability at any given code rate.

In the same paper [2), Massey established a number of fundamental results

about modulation system,; under the R0 criterion. lie gave a general expression

for P O for unquantized demodulation (J=-), and proved that, for any given M,

the M-ary siv.plex signal ma-Amizes the unquantized R. for the additive white

.r.1

t

,_	 is
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Gaussian noise (ALIGN) channel. For binary modulation (M-2) and any given J,

Massey also gave a necessary condition for the demodulator decision regions

to be optimal, and showed tow to use this condition as the basis of an iterative

computational technique for finding the optimal decision regions.

In this note, we extend Massey's necessary condition for optimal demodula-

tion to the non-binary (M>2) case, and we give an example which shows that the

condition is not sufficient even in t'ie binary case. Lde show that, in likeli-

hood space, the optimal demodulator decision region:. are always bounded by

nyperplanes, and we give some examples to illustrate the nature of these regions.

II. THE SY 11-DIETRIC CUT-OFF RATE

ti
We define the imetric cut-off rate, Rot to be thu value of the ribhthand

side of (1) when Q is the uniform distribution [Q(m) - IN for 0 < m < M) rather

than the minimizing distribution. Thus,

J
`
-1 M-1

Ro	 ]og `^1 -lob2 { tl G [	 i'() m )^ 2 } .	 (3)
j_O ill=0

Evidently, R < R . Moreover, R = R in the binary case (M-2) for which the
o — 0	 0	 0

ti
uniform distribution is always the minimizing distribution, and also R 0 = R0

in most other cases of practical interest where the modulation signal set and

the demodulator decision regions are reasonably "symmetric." Furthermore, the

bound of (1) becomes

ti
-NR

Pe < cRi.2	 °, if R < Ro,	 (4)

when the code is such thct each letter in the code alphabet appears in the

same fraction of codewords, a situation that always occurs in the conventional

convolutional codas that would be used in practice. Thus, both to reflect this

practical Situation and to obviate the a,:kward rliniu,ization over Q in (1), we

henceforth take R. of the resultant: n2fC as the measure of quality for the
O

modulation system.
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ONDITION FOR OPTIMAL DEMODULATION

assume that we have made the standard transformation [4]

from waveforms to signal space so that s(t) and the "relevant" com-onent of

r(t) in Figure 1 may be replaced by the corresponding vectors s and r in

` •	 n-dimensional Euclidean space. We let s 
1 

denote the transmitted signal when

the modulation input is m. Any demodulator then may be viewed as a partition

D O' D 1'	 DJ-1 
of m-space, where the "decision region" D  is the set of all

received vectors r that cause the demodulator to emit the decision j. We

now derive a necessary condition for the decision regions to be optimal for a

given signal set and channel.

Let p(r1m) be the probability density function, which we assume to be

everywhere continuous, for the received vector r given that signal yn is trans-

witted over the channel. The transition probabilities of the resultant DMC,

for a given demodulator, are then given by

f
P (jJ m) - J	 1-(rlm)dr.

Di	
—

Let a and b, a J b, be two output letters of the demodulator such that V  and

V are adjacent regions, i.e. the boundary between 'O_ and V  is a hypersurface
in n-space, and let 1? be any point on this bounds ,	Next, consider transferring

from D 3 to V  a small. region, D ab , which includes the point p. [We show this

situation in Figure 2 for the case n=2]. The resulting variation in the tran-

siLion probabilities is then seen from (5) to be

Figure 2.	 The variation of the decision regions Da and V 
by transfer of the small region Dab.

.L_._.v	 W

(5)



6P ( j I m ) - + p(P M)UVj - b- p(P m)6V	 j a a
0	 otherwise,

where we have now assumed that each p(rim), 0 < m < M, is continuous at

r - p, and where

dV -	 dr

I
ab

is the volume of the small region D ab . If the decision regions are optimal,

the resulting variation, SK o , of the synunetric cut-off rate, . , Must be 0.

WAs we see from (3), the condition 6R0 _ 0 is equivalent to the condition

6S - 0 where
J-1 M-1	 _

S = Y	 ( Y	 Ym) J 2 .	 (7)
J=O m=0

We then begin with

J--1 1.1--C1	 6S
6:' = G	 L	 6P(j m)	 d1' (j Im)

j=0 m=0

which, with the aid of (6), becomes

M-1	 1.

6S = L [
dP(b^u1)	 dP(a n)] p(a1m)6V.
	 (8)

m=0

We next note that direct differentiation in (7) gives

6S	
Pt-1	 1

6I' ( j m)	 Ii^O 	 (9)

provided that 1 1 (jlm) # 0. Then, by using (9) in (8), we obtain

Al-1	 M-1	 M-1
6S	 ( — 1 	 3 l'(bi) -	 1	 F P(a i)) p(P in) 6v.

M=O	 1=0	 6' (a n) i=1

Thus, the condition that 6.1; = 0 for an arbitrary 6V becomes

M-•1 	 __
[— 1	 S ^(^i) -- — 1	 E 47(.•,i i) I), ( P	 0.	 (]U)

(6)

01
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We have thus proved:

Theorem: The demodulator decision regions D0 , 01 , •••, DJ- 1 in signal spree

can maximize R
0 

only if, for every a and b, a ^ b, such that P(b1m) ^ 0

and P(alm) # 0 for 0 < m < M, and such that Da and 
0  

share a hypersurface

boundary, it is the case that (10) holds at every point r = p on this boundary

which is a point of continuity of P(rlm) for 0 < m < M.

In the next section we shall give a more illuminating form of condition

(10).

IV. DECISION REGIONS IN LIKELIHOOD SPACE

For the received vector r, we define the waveform channel likelihood-ratio

vector, A(r) _ [A 1 (r) , A 2 ( r ) , ... , AI•i-1(r)) , by

A( r ) _ ['(_ 1^	 (-r `)	 ...,	 (Y M-1) ).	 (11)p (r 01	 P(r,(J)	 p(._i0)

We note that, as pointed out by Massey [2), the demodulator can always, at its

"front end's map r to A(r) with no loss of optimality. Thus, it becomes of

interest to determine the form of the decision regions D O , Dl ,	 1)M-1 in

likelihood space which correspond to the optimal decision regions y 0 , D1 , ...,

VM-1 in signal space. But, seeing from (11) that (10) may, after division by

p(p10) (which we now assume to be non-zero), be rewritten as the linear

equation

M-1	 M-1 _ _	 M-1
F [	 1	 Y 47(bri) -	 1 —	 P(a i) )', (^,)+

m=1 f'—Co m	 (a) -0	 ►1P m) i=0	 m

	M-1	 _	 M-1
+	 1	 ►^P(bTi) - -- 1—	 f'(a 1) = 0, (12)

	

3F'(b 0 i=0	 0

we have immediately our main result

Coro lla r}• 1: The demodulator decision regions D0 , D 1 , ..., D^ -1 in zign^l

r



space can maximize W0 only if, for _very a and b, a + b, such that P(blm) + 0

and P(aim) ^ 0 for 0 < m < M. and such that D a and D  share a hypersurface

boundary, it is the case that every point r - L on this boundary, which is a

point of continuity of A(r) lies on the hyperplane defined by (12).

In other words, the optimal decision regions in likelihood space are

always bounded by hyperplanes. This fact has consir.erable practical significance

as it is difficult to implement circuitry which determines to what decision

region some vector A(r) belongs except in the case when the decision regions

are bounded by hyperplanes.

Coniition (12) can be placed in an even more transparent form. We note

that wher (12) is satisfied, then

-	 1
M`1

r	 -AP 	 1) 1

Mcl
(aP	 1)

Pb0) i-o
_

rp- 0) 1-0 	 ,	 (13)
T	

_
m '^	 r

1
M-1

F /P(bii - 1
M-1

P(a	 i)

P 6)71--1) i =0 r P 1 ni) 1-0

(provided the denominator is non-zero) is just the intercept on the n ►-th axis

in likelihood space of the boundary hyperplane. (See Figure 3 for a graphical

interpretation of T i .) Thus, we have

Corollary 2: The demodulator decision regions 
DO' D1' 

...I DJ-1 in likelihood

ti
space can maximize R0 only if, for every a and b, a t

1
 b, such that P(alm) # 0

and P(hlm) J. 0 for 0 < m < M, and such that Da and D  share ahypersurface

boundary, it is the case thatthat this boundar; • is a hyperplane whose intercepts

with the coordinate axes are given by equation (13).

%J

10
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Figure 3: A hyperplane boundary in likelihood space
separating the decision regions D a and I)b
for the case M . 3.

Analogous to our definition of A(r), we now define the likelihood vector,

-(j)	 [X1ij) , "2 Q) ' .	 xM- 1(j) J ► of the DMC, which is created by the

modulation system, by

(j)
P( m)	

(14)^m	 - p (j 0)

where we assume P(jI0)	 0 for 0 < j < J. From (12), (13), and (14), it

follows after some tedious algebraic manipulation that, when the decision

regions are optimal.

M ` 1 am (b) XTO(a)	 1.	 (15)

	

L	 L'

m=1	 '1'
q1

For the case of binary modulation (M = 2), we note that (15) reduces to the

necessary condition for optimality,

Z, n	 ^ b)a(a)
	

(1G)

^I

	 that was given by Massey [2].

6'.
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V. EXAMPLES AND AN ITERATIVE OPTIMIZ^V nN TEC"1(4UE

In this section, we give some exawples to illustrate the use of the necessary

condition for demodulator optimality given by Theorem 1 and its corollaries.

We also formulate a systematic method for finding the optimal demodulator

decision regions by iteration from an in " .al guess.

Examplea 1: Hard-decision demodulation (i.e., J - M) for M-ary phase

modulation in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In this case, the signal

space is 2-dimensional and the signal vector, s
0
 for 0 < m < M, may be taken

as the point on the circle of radius r (where E is the signal energy) at an

angle of (27i/M)m. The ternary (i.e., M - 3) case is shown in Figure 4 . Tl ►e

heavy lines in thij ff.gure are the boundaries of the decision regions for a

I

t `^0

I/ circle of

radius

Fig. 4: Maximum-likelihood demodulation of

ternary phase-modulated signals.

maximum likelihood (ML) demodulator which, of course, is the hard-decision

demodulator that minimizes error probability when the signals are equally likely.

We now show that Lhe Ml, demodulator for phase modulation is also the 11:1rd-

ti
decision demodulator which maximize, R o . Let 

sa 
and 1^, be any two adjacent

91
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signals, i.e., their phase difference is 21/M. By the symmetry of the signal

set and by the spherical symmetry of the additive white Gaussian noise, it

follows that the ML demodulator causes the probabilities P(bl0), P(bll), ...,

P(blM-1) to be a permutation of P(al0), P(all), ..., P(alM-1), and also that

for each m such that P(bin) + P(alm) there is a correspondir n m' such that

P(blm) - P(alni'), Pal m) - P(bIm') and p(@,1 m) -. p(^-lm') for 	 on the boundary

y	 between a and Db . Thus, the terms in the summation on the lefthand side of

(10) either vanish singly [when P (b1m) - P(alm)) or cancel .n pairs. Thus,

the ML decision regions satisfy tae necessary condition fc: maximizing, K
0 

given by

Theorem 1. Symmetry consideratiuns indicate thii is the only local maximum of

O and hence is the global ma. imum.
As a specific numerical example, we take the M	 case of Figure 3 whEze

E/No - 1, No being Lite one-sided noise power spectra' density so that the

variance of the noise in each dimension of signal .pace is N o /2	 The value of

M,
R  yielded by the optimal hard-decision demodula_or is 0.3971. The tioquantized

1 0 for this case can be found from Ma ysey's results [2) to be 0.6254 so that

the penalty for hard-decisions is 1.97 d9.

F.xam̂ e 2: Quaternary demodulation (J z 4) for ternary phase modulation

(M a 3) in A CN. Symmetry considerations suggest that the optimal decision

regions will consist of three regions, U0 , Di and D2 having, 120° rotational

synmzetry and containing the signalsN, s l and :?2 respectively, together with

an "erasure" region D3 containing the origin in signal space. In this case,

there will be probabilities p and q such that P(31m) e q for all m, P(Jlm) - p

for ,j ^1 m and J j 3, and P(jlm) = 1 - 2p - y for j e m. Substituting these

parrmeters into the necessary condition for optimality (13), we find that the

resulting; optimal intercerts correspond to the straight lines
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f,

Al +A2-c

cA 1 - A 2 - 1

-A 1 + CA  - 1

where

c - 2 F/ 11^.

Thus, the optimal decision regions in likelihood space are known up to the

parameter c. By trying various choices of c for the specific case F. /No - 1

and calculating R  for the DMC resulting from the demodulator corresponding; to

these decision regions, we find that, for the optimal decision regions, c - .486

and the attained value of R  is 0.4402 which is a 0.45 dB improvement over hard

decisions. In Fig. 5(a), w^- show the optimal decision regions in likelihood

ice, while in Fig. 5(b) we show the corresponding regions in signal space.

A
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We now describe a general iter a tive procedure that may be used to find the

optimal decision regions for J-ary demodulation given a particular M-ary

signal set and a given channel. The basic idea Is quite simple. Civen decision

regions D0 , D1 , 0000 DJ-1 bounded by hyperp l ares, we note that, for some a + b
`	 such that Da and D  are adjacent regions, the intercepts of the bounding

hyperplane with the coordinate axes In likelihood space will satisfy (13) if

the decision regions are optimal. If they are not optimal, we car, ►1se the

numbers determined by (13) as the intercepts of a hyperplane which will be a

better approximation to the optimal bounding hyperplane between D a and Db . Our

procedure may be stated as:

Iterative Demodulator Optimiza t ion:

Step 0: Make an initial guess, 1)
0 1) ' D1 1) ' " '' 

DJ-11) for the optimal

hyperplane-bounded decision regions in likelihood space. Set k = 1.

Step 1: Calcu l atc P (jlm), 0 < j < J and 0 < m < M, for the DMC crea':ed

by the decision regions 1)0k) , Dik),	
DJ-lk)'

St ep 2: Choose an a and b, a	 b, such that 1) ak) and llbk) are adjacent

and calculate T(k+1) 
T (k+l)	

T (k+l) from equation (13). [Note: If the
1	 ' 2	 '	 ' M-1

decision regions are optimal, then these T's will be the intercepts of the

boundary between I) ak) and D 06 with the coordinate axes. J

Step 3: lake the boundary between 
Da(k+1) 

and D (k+1) as the hyperplane

r	 whose iuterce p c:, with the coordinate axes are 
T (k+l) .1,(k+1)	 T (k+1).

1	 1	 2	 ...'	 J-1

St_ ep 4: Repeat steps (2) and (3) until all such pairs a and b have been

considered.

Step 5: If ll 0( k
+1)^ D 

1
(k+1)^	 D 

J-1
(k+1) are "suif.iciently close" to

Dpk) , 1)1	 0000 D^^̀ 1, stop and take the former decision regions as the result

t	 of this optimization method. Otherwise, increase k by 1 and return to step I.

r
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Two remarks zbelit t1l: above iterative method are in order. First, the

most time-consuming part of the procedure is the calculation of the transition

probabilities P(jim) in step 1. This would ordinarily be done by rsapping from

the decision regions h0 k) I)1 , ... , I)j-lk) in likelihood space to the corre-

spending decision regions Ook), 
U lk ) ' ..., 

V1-lk) in signal space, then evalu-

ating the integral in (S) either analytically or numerically. Secondly, we

note that when M a 2, t ti-e above iterative procedure requires more calculation

than the iterative method given by Massey [2) which is based on equation (16).

Unfortunately, '.Massey's method does not generalize to cases where M > 2.

We now give two examples to illustrate the use of the above iterative

optimization method. The first of these is a "hard-decision" case which Serves

also to illustrate the fact that, when the signal set is not sufficiently

symmetric, even in this cane the decision regions which minimize demodulator

ti
error probability may not maximize Ro.

Example 3: Hard-decision demodulation for the two-dimensional signal set

s0 • [0,0], s l = (2,0) and s 2 = [0,2] in AWGN with variance No /2 = 1/2 in each

component. [The average signal-energy-to-noise-power-spectral-density-ratio,

E/No , is 2.67 (or 4.26 dB).] In this case, the received vector r = [x,y] has

a likelihood ratio vector

n (r) _ [AVn2] _ [t4x-4, e4y-4].

Thus, the boundary straight-line (or hyperplane in two-dimensional space)

Zn
l + T A l 1

1	 2

corresponds to the curve

1 e4x-4 + P e4y-4	
1

1	 2

in signal space.

N

(]7)

1^
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As the boundaries between decision regions in the initialization step 0

of the algorithm, we choose those which minimize demodulator error probability,

viz., the straight lines

that the boundary betwee

that between Do and Dl.

of the algorithm because

A l W 1, A 2 - 1, a--d A l . A 2 shown in Fig. 6(a). Note

n Do and D2 is a reflection around the line A l a A 2 of

This symmetry is preserved at successive iterations

of the corresponding sy mmetry of the signal set about

the line x - y and the symmetry of the AWCN. Thus, it suffices to determine

the boundary between D o and D1 . Letting (T 1 , T2 ) be the intercepts of this

boundary with the A l and A 2 axes, respectively, and taking (1, -10 6 ) as an ap-

proximation to the initial (1, --), we find, from application of the interative

procedure in which we use (17) to determine the region over which the integral

in (5) is to be evaluated numerically, the followii,g succession of intercepts:

(1, -10 6 )	 initialization

(0.8307, -0.5732)
	

1st iteration

(0.8145, -0 4030)
	

2nd iteration

(0.8252, -0.3501)
	

3rd iteration

(0. X1646, -0.3100)
	

15th iteration

up to the point where there is no further change in the 4th significant digit

on further it,^:ation.. In Figures 6(b) and 6(c), we show the optimal decision

regions for this example, as found by the iterative optimization procedure,in

likelihood space and in signal space, respectively.

ti
The vale-Sof R obtained as successive iterations were as follows:

0

0.6388	 initialization

0-6462
	

1st iteration

0.6476
	

2nd iteration

0.6480
	

3rd iteration

0.6482
	

15th iteration.

I
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Figure 6. Hard decision demodulation of ternary signals:
(a) The initial decision regions in likelihood ,;Face,

(b) the optimal decision regions in likelihood space,

(c) the optimal decision regions in signal space.
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The optimal value of Ro is abo:,t 1.5% (or .06 JB) above that obtained for the

hard-decision demodulator which minimizes error probability. We see also that,

for this example, the iterative procedure converged rapidly to the optimal

demodulator--after only one iteration the resulting demodulator was effectively

optimal.

As can be seen from Fig. 6(c), the optimal decision boundaries have

asymptotes which are straight lines (hyperplanes in two-dimensional space.)

These asymptotes are shown by the dashed lines in the figure. If one uses

these asymptotes as the boundaries of the decision regions for a sub-optimal

demodulator, one finds th! resultant R  to be 0.6459 which is only .015 dB

Inferior to the optimal hard-decision demodulator. We shall later discuss the

practical significance of the near-optimality of these asymptotic linear

boundaries in signal space.

Example 4: Quaternary demodulation ( J = 4) for the same ternary signal

set (M - 3) and noise as in example 3.

In Figure 7(a), we show the J - 4 decision regions used to initiate the

iterative optimization procedure. Tile optimal decision regions in likelihood

space and in signal space are shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), respectively.

Convergence to four significant digits of accuracy in the intercepts of the

boundary lines with the coordinate axes required 25 iterations. The values of

R0 at successive steps were as follows:

	

0.6536	 initialization

	

0.6936	 1st iteration

	

0.7045	 2nd iteration

	

0.7057	 3rd iteration

	

0.7062	 25th iteration;

i
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we see that the decision regions after only two iterations were effectively

ti
optimal. The optimal value of R  for c;uaternary demodulation is about 8% (or

0.34 dB) above that for the initial decision regions of Fig. 7(a), and is about

'	 9% (or 0.37 dB) above that for optimal hard-decision demodulation.

In Fig. 7(c), the dashed lines (or hyperplanes in two-dimensional space)

again are the asyuiptotcs to the optimal deeiRinn houndario-,: in Rignal space.

If these asymptotes are used as the actual boundaries between the decision

ti
regions in signal space, we find R  of the resultant demodulator to be .7031

which is only .02 dB below optimal.

In both Examples 3 and 4, we have seer that the linear (hyperplane)

asymptotes to the optimal decision regions in signal space themselves bound the

decision regions for a demodulator which is virtually optimal. The practical

significance of this fact is that the resulting sub-optimal decision rule can

be as easily implemented directly in signal space as can the optimal decision

rule in likelihood space. There is no need for the conversion from signal

space to likelihood space in order to obtain conveniently-implemented decision

regions with linear (hyperplane) boundaries.

In fact, it can be shown generally, for A;ti'GN in an n-dimensional signal

space, that the optimal demodulation regions in signal space are such that

each bounding hypersurface has (at most) 2 n-1 hyperpliie asymptotes. We con-

jecture that these hyperplane asymptotes form the boundaries of decision reg ons

for a demodulator that is virtually optimum, and hence that the mapping fro:.

signal space to likelihood space is not necessary to obtain virtually optimal

demodulation together with an easily-implemented decision rule.
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VI. A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE SUFFICIENCY OF OPTUtALITY CONDITION (10)

As we have pointed out above, condition (10) is actually the condition for

an extremum of Wo o and hence not in general a sufficient condition for optimal

demodulation. In the examples which we have studied wherein the noise was

additive with a "smooth" density function, there has generally been only one

set of decision regions satisfying; (10) so that the extremum was necessarily

ti
the global maximum of R o . We now give an example to show, however, that it

is possible for (10) to be satisfied for decision regions that define only a

ti
local maximum, or even a local minimum, of R .

0

Fxample 5: (lard-decision demodulation for binary signals such that the

conditional density functions for the likelihood ratio A are

0.25

PO(A)	
2.75

0.25

0

0 < A < 0.9

0.9 < A < 1.1

1.1 < A < 2.0

2.0 < A

r

and p 1 (t,) = ;,p 0 (A) when the signals s Q and s l are transmitted, respectively.

[These are valid choices for these conditional density functions as they satisfy

the constraints

F P
O (A)dA = I^Pi(A)dAJ

0	 0

and	 A = pI(A)/p0(A)

that are the only ones that must be observed in the binary case.]

For hard-decision demodulation with binary signalling, condition (10)

reduces to Massey's condition (16), namely,

T	 all
	

(1g)

where T is the threshold between decision regions in 1?k:lihood space.

a
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(b)

Figure 8. The binary, hard-decision, demodulation situation
used to demonstrate the insufficiency of optimality

condition (10).
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In Fig. 8(a), we show the conditional density functions for the likelihood

ratio A, and in Fig 8(b) we show v5-0 (0) as a function of the threshold T

between the decision regions in likelihood space. We see that condition (18),

the necessary condition for optimal demodulation, is satisfied at three places,

viz., 0.56, 1.06, and 1.16; the corresponding values of R  are 0.0123, 0.0066,I
and 0.0069, respectively. The third of these corresponds to a local, but not

global, maximum of K O . The second corresponds to a local minimum of W , while

the first corresponds to the desired global maximum of Ro. That is, T	 0.56

is the threshold between decision regions in likelihood space for the optimal

I	 demodulator.

W.

r
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VII. SU"IMARY

In this note, we have derived a necessary condition for ^ . 1-mal J-ary

demodulation of M-ary signals, where optimality is taken to mean ..taximal'.ty of

the symmetric cut-off rate, R o , of the resulting discrete memoryless channel.

By means of a counterexample, we have shown that this condition is not in

general sufficient for optimality. We have also used this necessary condition

for optimality as the foundation for an iterative optimization method to find

the optimal demodulator decision regions from an initial "good guess."

In general, the optimal demodulator decision regions are bounded by

hyperplanes in likelihood space. For the important case of additive white

Gaussian noise, the corresponding optimal decisior, regions in signal space

have hyperplane asymptotes.	 In some examples, we have shown that the regions

in signal space bounded by these asymptotic hyperplanes define demodulator

decision regions which are virtually optimal, and we conjectured that this

happy state of affairs (which permits near optimal performance with a decision

rule that can be simply-implemented directly in signa'. space) holds in general.
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Errata for:

"Semi-Annual Status Report, Coordinated Design of Coding and Modulation

Systems, NASA Grant NSG 5025," Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University

of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana, June 25, 1975.

Page 2, K - 9 row in Table I, present entry of "7" should be "8"

Page 4, K • 9 row under Systematic Codes in Table 11, present entry

of "7C*" should be "7C"
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Code for NASA Use," Tech. Rpt. No. EE-751, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,

Univereity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana, April 28, 1975.

Page 5, line 16: "all 10,000 frames" should be "all but 23 of the

10,000 f rames"

Page 10, second and third columns of Table III: last two entries,

namely "69" and "0", should be "46" and "23" respectively in both columns.
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Page 5, line 16: "all 10,000 frames" should be "all but 23 of the

10,000 f rimes"

Page 10, second and third columns of Table III: last two entries,

namely "69" and "0", should be "46" and "23" respectively in both columns.
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Page 2, K - 9 row in Table I, present entry of "7" should be "8"

Page 4, K - 9 row under Systematic Codes in Table II, present entry

of "7C*" should be "7C"
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